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3 of 3 review helpful A new look at a worth while subject By Angie lyndon I read this book two years back and have a 
shocking memory but I always read her books and I remember I thought it was Alanna Moore s best book yet Her 
books are usually informative enlightening and entertaining and it does not matter where you open them you cannot 
put them down It had a new dimension brought about by living in Ireland part tim Alanna Moore s newest book 
Sensitive Permaculture Cultivating the way of the sacred Earth explores the living energies of the land and how to 
connect with them Drawing on indigenous wisdom from Australia Ireland and elsewhere it combines the insights of 
geomancy and geobiology with eco smart permaculture design offering an exciting new paradigm for sustainable 
living Brimming with practical tips for eco spiritual gardeners it encourages us to live sustainabl 
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